2022 summer class series
elite competition team prospective members
We are proud to announce our Summer Class Series for our 2022 Summer Session at Elite!
Our Summer Class Series is designed to offer each dancer the opportunity to grow and build
their confidence and skills in an intensive style class environment. Our talented Elite staff is
offering a top-notch program for dancers of all ages and levels, designed to push each student
to new heights in their dancing in six short weeks. A combination of individual attention and a
focus on the fundamental elements of technique offers the perfect balance to bring each
dancer to their fullest potential and energize and excite them for the season ahead!
Dancers who are interested in auditioning for the 2022-2023 Elite Competition Team are
strongly encouraged to enroll in two sections of ballet during the Summer Session. Dancers
should also enroll in a jazz class and are encouraged to enroll in as many additional styles of
dance as they are interested in, particularly those that correspond to the styles they are
interested in competing in in the upcoming season (contemp/lyrical, hip hop, etc.). Taking
classes in these styles allows dancers to benefit from training in a variety of techniques, along
with allowing instructors to see each dancer’s potential in the various styles.
Dancers who are accepted onto the 2022-2023 Elite Competition Team will be required to
enroll in one jazz class and one or two ballet classes (depending on age). Dancers are also
required to take a turns and leaps class, foot flex class, strength and flex class, and/or flex and
tech class OR a turns and leaps class, foot flex class, floor barre class, and conditioning class
(depending on age). All dancers are also required to enroll in the Competition Intensive.
Team members are also encouraged to enroll in as many additional styles of dance as they are
interested in, particularly those that correspond to the styles they are interested in competing
in in the upcoming season (contemp/lyrical, hip hop, etc.). Taking classes in these styles
allows dancers to benefit from training in a variety of techniques, along with allowing
instructors to see each dancer’s potential in the various styles.
Please keep in mind that when we are casting the upcoming season, we are considering the
following criteria – individual work ethic, dancer’s willingness to accept and apply instructor
corrections, consistency of technical execution, performance quality, dancer’s attitude and
behavior, and dancer’s focus in class and rehearsals. All instructors will be evaluating dancers
in each of their classes throughout the entire 2022 Summer Class Series and providing weekly
notes to the Studio Directors. Along with the initial June audition, these evaluations will be
the basis upon which casting decisions are made.
We are excited for our 2022 Summer Class Series, and we hope you are as well! Come join us
for an unforgettable summer filled with fun, friends, and dancing!
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